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The Economics of Poverty in the United States of America
Charles M. A. Clark
The United States has both the largest
number of millionaires and the largest number of
poor people in the developed world. This paradox
of extremely high individual wealth, and also high
aggregate wealth, along side of millions of poor
individuals and thousands of depressed neighborhoods, cities and regions was recently exposed by
the devastating hurricane Katrina and its aftermath.
Like race, poverty is a topic few national leaders (of
either party) wish to discuss. Over 40 years after
Michael Harrington’s classic, The Other America
the poor are still mostly invisible and ignored. The
purpose of this article is to look at why poverty
remains stubbornly high in the USA, concentrating
on the economic “causes” or explanations of
poverty. We should be clear from the outset that our
approach will be solely economic, viewing poverty
as an economic phenomenon. This approach is, in
many ways, overly narrow and simplistic, as
poverty is a social phenomenon which is as much
social, political, and cultural as it is economic, both
in its causes and its effects. In the end, all useful
explanations of poverty will need to include all
these aspects of poverty. Our justification for taking
such a narrow perspective comes from the hope that
concentrating on one of the multitude of causes and
effects of poverty will hopefully give us greater
insight into the economics of material poverty. We
also offer a modest proposal for lifting all Americans above the poverty line.

necessary for an adequate standard of living. Such
budgets are usually based on the cost of food and
other basic goods. All who live in households with
incomes below this level are defined as poor. The
relative income approach, while remaining in the
general materialist conception of poverty, takes a
broader view of poverty, going beyond merely
feeding, housing and providing clothes. Generally it
defines poverty based on some relation to the
median or mean income of that society. Underlying
these two approaches are different philosophies, for
want of a better term, toward the poor.1 The
standard budget approach is based on a “standard of
living” view, which seeks to have all in society
meet a minimum material existence standard, that
is, sufficient food, clothing and shelter. The relative
approach follows a “minimum rights” view, which
takes the position that “people are seen as entitled to
a minimum income, which is a prerequisite for
participation in a particular society. It may be linked
to citizenship, in terms that a certain minimum level
of resources is necessary in order that people may
enjoy effective freedom”.2

The main difference between the two
approaches comes out in how they are adjusted over
time. The standard budget approach makes a judgment as to what is the minimum necessary level of
income and then it updates the poverty threshold
each year to account for inflation, linked either to
the general price level or to the prices of the goods
that make-up the bundle of consumption goods that
are included in the standard budget. Relative
poverty thresholds are adjusted along with changes
in either the mean or median levels of income or
consumption.

Defining Poverty
At the start of any investigation of poverty
is the question: what is poverty? That is, we need to
first define and measure poverty. Generally, one is
poor if one's income, or the income of the family or
household income one lives in, falls below a
“poverty threshold.” There are two basic ways of
constructing a “poverty threshold,” based on two
ways of conceptualizing poverty: poverty is
absolute or poverty is relative. The absolute
conception of poverty attempts to set a level of
income or consumption necessary to meet basic
needs. Often this is done through the construction of
a standard budget (adjusted for different family
sizes) which it is determined reflects the minimum
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The main weakness of the standard budget
method comes from its assumption that the composition of goods the poor consume remains the
same, with only prices changing. Yet the level of
minimum necessary consumption is socially and
historically specific, different today from what it
was 20 or 50 years ago. The historical evidence
shows that poverty lines based on the standard
budget method updated to changes in consumption
patterns and recalculated, and not just adjusted to
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changes in the price level, rise at a rate faster than
the price level. If the standard budget method is not
updated for changes in the composition of goods in
the standard budget, as well as changes in prices, it
will, when used over an extended time period, result
in too low a poverty threshold and thus an
undercounting of the poor.

worker constant. What is important in both cases is
for the person to have the capabilities to participate
fully in a given society (a strong back and work
ethic in the 19th century, years of education and
computer skills today). How these capabilities are
met will change from society to society, and from
year to year. Thus there is an absolute need for
capabilities to allow for participation, yet how these
capabilities are provided will differ based on
historical and social context (they are relative).

One attempt at reconciling the two theoretical approaches at defining and measuring
poverty is the capabilities approach of Nobel Prize
winning economist Amartya Sen, who argues that
money or commodities do not provide for an
individual's well-being, but instead they provide
capabilities. “At the risk of oversimplification”, Sen
writes, “I would like to say that poverty is an
absolute notion in the space of capabilities but very
often it will take a relative form in the space of
commodities or characteristics”.3 An example might
help to illustrate this point. The human capital,
skills and education necessary to participate in the
economy of 50 or 100 years ago was fairly limited
and is much less than what is required today. This is
the case even if we keep the income class of the

Relative Poverty in America
Most countries use relative measures of
poverty, defining it as 40%, 50% or 60% of some
average income measure (median household income, median real wages, etc). While the official
poverty rate (to be discussed below) in the USA is
based on an objective measure of poverty, using a
relative measure allows for comparisons with other
similar countries. That is, we can see if the USA is
more or less successful in combating poverty.

Table 1
Poverty Rates of Various OECD Countries

Country
Norway 2000
Sweden 2000
Belgium 2000
France 1994
Germany 2000
Canada 2000
UK 1999
Italy 2000
Australia 1994
Ireland 2000
USA 2000

Overall
Poverty rate

Child
Poverty

Elderly
Poverty

Income Distribution

(50% of Median)

(50% of Median)

(50% of Median)

(Gini Cofficient)

6.4
6.5
7.7
8.0
8.3
11.4
12.4
12.7
14.3
16.5
17.0

3.4
4.2
7.8
7.9
9.0
14.9
15.3
16.6
15.8
17.2
21.9

11.9
7.7
13.7
9.8
10.1
5.9
20.5
13.7
29.4
35.8
24.7

.251
.252
.277
.288
.264
.302
.318
.333
.311
.323
.368

Source: LIS.
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From Table 1 we see that poverty rates
differ significantly within this small group of
countries at a similar level of economic development. Australia, Ireland and the USA have
poverty rates more than double those of Sweden and
Norway. Moreover, the variance for Child Poverty
rates is even more pronounced, with the USA Child
Poverty Rate being five times that of Sweden and
Norway. Interestingly, while Overall and Child
Poverty rates mostly have a similar ranking, Elderly
poverty rates do not (the UK, which has the 7th
lowest Overall Poverty rate has the lowest Elderly
Poverty rate).

If, instead, one follows methodological holism then
one will look to structural factors to explain poverty
as an outcome, thus, inequality generates poverty.
Official Poverty in America
The official measure of poverty in the USA
is based on the absolute poverty approach. Originally developed by Mollie Orshansky for the
Social Security Administration in 1963-64, the
“official” poverty threshold for the United States is
based on the consumption patterns of the early
1960s (and the eating habits of the 1920s) and
adjusted, since 1969, to changes in the Consumer
Price Index. Numerous government and academic
reports (and an episode of the television show The
West Wing) have demonstrated the serious flaws in
this approach over time. All will agree that
consumption patterns have changed significantly in
the past 40 years. As Gordon Fisher has written “the
only kind of American society in which it would be
socio- logically justified to have had the same fixed,
constant - dollar poverty line since the mid -1960s
would be a society in which there has been essentially no technological changes and innovations
since 1960. In a society in which there had been
extensive technological changes and innovations
since 1960, the appropriate course would be to have
a poverty line which is higher than the poverty line
developed in the 1960s and which does rise in real
terms over time in response to increases in the
general standard of living”.4

Table 1 also shows one of the often
mentioned limitations of relative poverty measures,
the correlation between poverty rates and measured
income inequality. Countries with great inequality
could have high relative poverty rates simply
because incomes are spread out further from the
median than a country with low levels of inequality.
This objection is based on the assumption that poverty and inequality need to be kept separate (thus a
measure that captures the effects of one should
somehow be invalidated for the other). The major
problem with correlation analysis is that a correlation does not imply causation. Whether one argues
that inequality causes poverty or that poverty causes
inequality (the existence of poor people will spread
out the income distribution) is based mostly on the
overall methodology adopted by the theorist. If one
follows the dictates of methodological individualism, then one will argue that individual factors
generate poverty and that this leads to income
inequality.

Table 2
Poverty Thresholds by Family Size, 2004
Family Size
Poverty Threshold
1 person (under 65)
$9,827
1 person (over 65)
9,060
2 persons
12,334
3 persons
15,067
4 persons
19,307
5 persons
22,831
6 persons
25,788
7 persons
27,236
Source: US Census.
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In Table 2 we see the poverty thresholds by
family size for 2004. Here we see another problem
with the official poverty line in the USA, for
$19,307 (poverty threshold for family of 4) goes
much further in some areas of the country than it
does in others. In a country as big and diverse as the
USA it makes sense to have a measure of poverty

that accounts for differences in the cost of living
between areas, and not just in differences between
time periods.
Graph 1 tracks changes in the official
poverty rate from 1959 to 2004. The graph shows
that after initial success in the 1960s, the poverty
rate has fluctuated between 11% and 15%.

Graph 1
Official Poverty Rate, USA, 1959-2004
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Graph 2
Poverty Rates by Age, USA, 1959-2004
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Graph 2 presents the poverty rates for
different age groups. Here we see that the poverty
rate for the Elderly continues to fall, even though it
is at a snail’s pace, yet the poverty rate for Adults
(working age population) has been inching upward,
and the Child poverty rate remains significantly
higher than either the Adult or Elderly rates. This
graph indicates that anti-poverty efforts in the US
for the Elderly (Social Security) have been more
effective than policies for Children and Adults.

promoting economic growth as a means to reducing
poverty still exist, the economic rationale has increasingly come under suspicion. The past thirty
years of economic growth in the United States has
not had much success in significantly reducing
poverty, either in its depth or its scope. If insanity is
doing the same thing and expecting different
outcomes, it might be considered insane to continue
to look to economic growth as our primary poverty
reducing policy.
One of the most consistent aspects of
America’s dynamic and constantly changing economy and society over the past three decades has
been the persistence of high poverty rates. From
1973 to 200, real GDP grew by 149% and real per
capita GDP grew by 82%, while the official poverty
rate experienced no real improvement - going from
its all time low of 11.1% in 1973 to 11.7% in 2001
(with 2000’s 11.3% being the lowest level since
1973). For most of this time, as we see in Graph 1,
the poverty rate fluctuated between 12% and 15%,
showing no long run trend downward (while there is
a clear trend upward in GDP). This is in stark
contrast to the period of 1959 to 1973 when real
GDP grew by 78% and per capita GDP grew by
49% and the official poverty rate declined in a
steady fashion (with some expected increases due to
recession) from 22% to 11.1%.

Economic Causes of Poverty
Scarcity
The primary policy for reducing or eliminating poverty in America has been to promote
economic growth.5 The basic idea has been to try to
make the economic pie larger so that all can have
more, rather than to slice the current pie up more
equally. The political benefits of this policy are
twofold: 1) it avoids the conflicts over shares and
thus avoids the specter of “class warfare” ; 2) the
promoting of economic growth benefits the affluent
and business, the two groups with the most political
power. The economic rationale behind this policy is
the long – held belief that poverty is caused by
scarcity (not enough to go around), that redistribution will cause inefficiencies (the equity/
efficiency trade-off), leaving less for all, and that
the market ensures that economic growth will cause
a “rising tide that will lift all boats” (the trickle
down effect). While the political reasons for

The effect of economic growth on poverty
rates can be seen in Table 3, which looks at the
relationship between changes in GDP and poverty
rates over the business cycle since 1960.

Table 3
Effect of Economic Growth on Poverty Rates, 1960-2001
Business Cycles
Constant

1960-69
18.337
(5.083)
GDP Growth
-0.1985
(-0.2595)
R squared
.0084
Average Poverty Rate 17.46%
Parentheses indicate t-statistic.
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1969-73
12.816
(35.724)
-0.2191
(-2.4845)
.6729
12.04%

10

1973-80
12.100
(40.420)
-0.1151
(-1.5337)
.2816
11.76%

1981-1991
14.092
(30.466)
-0.0627
(-0.5303)
.0340
13.92%

1991-2001
13.591
(17.078)
-0.0759
(-0.3079)
.0093
13.36%
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The coefficient for GDP growth indicates
the impact of economic growth on the poverty rate.
We can see that the coefficient for GDP growth
declined significantly in the 1973 business cycle
and again in the 1981-1991 business cycle. The
slight increase in the 1991-2001 business cycle is
still one third of the 1969-1973 level.

Rebecca Blank, we have estimated the effects that
various macro economic variables have had on
poverty rates in the United States from 1959 to
1981 and carried forward these variables up to 2004
to see how they influenced poverty rates in the
1980s and 1990s. While the Blankesque model is
very accurate for the earlier time period, we see that
current poverty rates are much higher than those
predicted by the model.

It is clear that economic growth’s ability to
reduce poverty has been greatly weakened since the
early 1980s.6 Using a model based on the work of

Graph 3
Actual and Predicted Poverty Rates, USA, 1959-2004
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economic growth have gone to the already well-off.
As we see in Tables 4 and 5 below, not only has the
share of aggregate income going to the top 20%
gone up, from 43.0% in 1969 to 49.8% in 2003 (it
reached 50.1% in 2004) and thus the shares going to
the bottom 80% have fallen, the rate of increase for
the poor, near poor and middle class lagged well
behind the rate of increase for the rich.

Income Inequality
One of the reasons that economic growth
has not successfully reduced the poverty rate in the
USA is the fact that most of the benefits of

Table 4
Share of Aggregate Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5% of Households, USA, 19692004.
Quintile
1969
1979
1989
1999
2003
4.1
4.2
3.8
3.6
3.4
Lowest
nd
10.9
10.5
9.5
8.9
8.7
2
rd
17.5
16.9
15.8
14.9
14.8
3
24.5
24.7
24.0
23.2
23.4
4th
43.0
44.0
46.8
49.4
49.8
Highest
16.6
16.4
18.9
21.5
21.4
Top 5%
Source: U.S. Census, CPS.
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Table 5
Change in Median Income by Income Quintile, USA, 1969-2003 ($2003)
Actual
Change
Period
Lowest
1969-79
$1,244
1979-89
399
1989-99
886
1999-03
-948
% change
1969-79
14.8%
1979-89
4.1%
1989-99
8.8%
1999-03
-8.7%
Source: U.S. Census, CPS

2nd
$1,099
1,400
1,944
-1,195

3rd
$2,887
2,710
3,542
-1,393

4th
$6,604
5,877
7,327
-1,014

Highest
$12,699
21,593
26,762
-2,215

Top 5%
$14,906
47,236
61,518
-6,246

4.9%
6.0%
7.8%
-4.5%

8.1%
7.0%
8.6%
-3.1%

13.2%
10.4%
11.7%
-1.5%

14.4%
21.4%
21.8%
-1.5%

11.0%
31.3%
31.1%
-2.4%

Furthermore, the negative effects of the
2000 - 2001 recession have hit the poor considerably more (8.7% reduction in real income) than the
affluent (1.5% decline).

through a rise in real wages. Generally, when productivity increases, meaning workers are, on average,
more productive, most of the benefits of this
productivity is passed on to the workers in the form
of higher wages. Since the mid 1970s, however, this
has not been the case.

Real Wages
The standard means by which economic
growth is translated into rising living standards is

1992 = 100

Graph 4,
Productivity and Real Wages Growth, USA, 19642003
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Demographic Factors
Race
It is common to explain the persistence of
poverty by looking at the characteristics of the poor,
especially race, gender and level of education. The
standard economic approach to demographic factors
is to look at each factor as if it had a market
determined price. The analysis attempts to explain a
poor persons low income starting from the low price
they receive for their human capital (this might
make sense for education, but it is a bit absurd for
race and gender).

There is no escaping the conclusion that
race plays a role in the determination of poverty
rates in America. In Table 6 we see that while
Blacks and Hispanics make up 13.1% and 14.3%
respectively, of all families in the USA, Blacks
make up 25.4% and Hispanics 24.7% of families
below the poverty level.

Table 6
Population and Family Poverty Status by Race, 2004
Race
% of Population % of Families below Poverty Level
White (not Hispanic)
67.1
45.6
Black
13.1
25.4
Hispanic
14.3
24.7
Asian
4.2
3.5
Other
1.3
0.8
Source: US Census.
And while the gap between the incidences
of poverty for Blacks has fallen from over four
times the rate for Whites in 1973 to 2.9 times in
2004, poverty rates for Blacks and Hispanics have
remained stubbornly higher than those Whites.
Looking at poverty rates by race we see a similar
story of persistent poverty, with the notable
exception of the poverty rate for Blacks recently
falling below the early 1970s previous low. As we
see in Graph 5, White and Hispanic poverty rates

have not been able to break the floor set in the
1970s. When we divide the poor by race and age,
again we find few examples of the economic
prosperity of the post-1973 period having a
substantial impact on poverty. So far it seems as if
only Blacks (Children, Elderly and Adults) and
White Elderly have been able to reach poverty levels below their previous lows in the early 1970s,
with the rate of White Children falls just below its
1974 low in 2000.

Graph 5,
Poverty rates by Race, USA, 1974-2004
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Graph 6
Child Poverty by Race, 1974-2004
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Graph 7
Elderly Poverty Rates by Race, 1974-2004
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Adult Poverty Rates by Race, 1974-2004
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For each cohort there is a significant gap
between the White poverty rates and the Black and
Hispanic rates. It is hard to determine how much of
this gap is due to the past effects of discrimination
and how much is due to current discriminatory
practices. The income of one’s parents is the most
important predictor of one’s own income, thus high
Child poverty rates for Black and Hispanics forecast
high future Adult poverty rates. The reasons for this
are many - ranging from better health and educational opportunities to social and cultural effects
of poverty. Here we see the lasting and continuing

impacts of past legal discrimination. However, even
though legal discrimination has been eliminated
(official segregation), how the USA spends its
current health and education dollars heightens the
already high levels of income inequality, promoting
high future rates of poverty. By giving inadequate
medical care to a population, you ensure that large
numbers of them will end up in poverty. They will
be too sick or weak to compete successfully in any
job market. Furthermore, an inadequate education is
often a certain road to poverty, as we see in Table 7.

Table 7
Poverty Rates for Families with Children,
by Educational Level of Family Heads, 1969-2000.
Education
Level
Less than high
school
High school
Some college
College degree
or higher
All families

1969

1979

1989

2000

19.6%

26.8%

38.0%

32.9%

6.9
5.1

10.5
7.1

15.3
9.9

15.0
8.6

2.1

2.5

2.6

2.5

10.6

12.5

15.5

12.6

Source: Mishel, Berstein and Boushey, 2003, p. 336
Family Structure
families is clearly important. The type of family
structure is also significant. 48.3% of all poor
families are Female Headed Households with no
husband present. Furthermore, Female Headed
Households have a 30.5% poverty rate, triple the
rate for all families. Only 5.7% of Male Headed
Households fall below the poverty rate.

Family structure is an important factor in
explaining poverty in the USA. Living in a family
reduces the chance of living in poverty. In 2004,
11% of families lived at or below the poverty level,
compared with 20.5% for those living alone or with
unrelated individuals. The support that comes from

Graph 9
Female Headed Household Poverty Rates, 1973-2002
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The above table shows that while the
poverty rate of White Female Headed Households
has been fairly stable, the poverty rates for Black
and Hispanic Female Headed Households has
declined in the past decade, another small success
story in US efforts to reduce poverty (due mostly to
employment gains by this cohort).

be the institution of a guaranteed minimum income
for all as a right of citizenship.
A Basic Income for America
Poverty is caused by the exclusion of some
from the right to claim an adequate share of the
social product. Based on how the rules of economic
participation have been structured, some cannot
successfully get sufficient income to meet a decent
standard of living. One way to address this
inadequate income is to change the rules slightly to
provide for a decent minimum income for all. I say
slightly, for it is a much smaller change than what
would be needed to make the necessary structural
changes required to create a market system that
generated a zero poverty outcome.

Ending Material Poverty
As we have seen above, efforts to end
material poverty which rely mostly on economic
growth are not likely to be successful. Economic
growth is rarely robust enough to trickle down to
the poor, and since the 1970s economic growth has
never lasted long enough to have a lasting effect on
the level of poverty in America. Eliminating legal
discrimination has helped reduce the incidence of
poverty among Blacks, yet the benefits of these
efforts (and affirmative action programs) seem to
have reached their limit. The lower number of
Blacks and Hispanics in high paying occupations is
not due to discrimination in employment practices
for the most part (in fact the opposite is often true).
The problem is the scarcity of qualified minority
applicants. Poverty has to be defeated before one
reaches adulthood if we are to have widespread
reductions in the number of poor in the USA.
Breaking the cycle of poverty requires that first, we
eliminate material poverty so that no child grows up
hungry and in need. While this will not finish the
job, as more assistance will be needed to break the
culture of poverty, it is a necessary first step, and it
could be done through redistribution. The most
effective way to eliminate material poverty would

The following is a Basic Income proposal
for the United States, based on the year 2002. The
proposed Basic Income System here is a full one for
children and adults, with a system of top-up
payments for the elderly to bring all, elderly above
the poverty line. The Basic Income payments have
been set at the official poverty threshold for an
individual (and an estimate for a child) for the year
2002. The system of top-up payments for the poor
elderly is designed to get them above the poverty
threshold.7 Thus, if enacted, the Basic Income
System would bring the official poverty rate in the
United States to zero for all population groups. The
Basic Income System would have payment levels,
as follows (Table 8):

Table 8
Basic Income Payments, 2002
Age

Payment

Under 18

$3,500

Adult

$9,359

This would have the following costs:
Table 9
Costs of Basic Income System, 2002
Age

Payment Population
(millions)

Under 18

$3,500

72.89

255,129

Adult

$9,359

179.87

1,683,422

Over 65

34,184
1,972,735

Total
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The total costs of our Basic Income proposal would be just under 2 trillion dollars (Table
9). Add to this the cost of the other functions of the
Federal Government, which in 2002 totaled $1,743
Billion ($2,010,975 million minus the $267,322
million income security funds to be cut under a
basic income proposal).8 Thus the total costs of the
Federal Government would be $3,716.39 million.

The necessary flat tax to fund the Basic Income
System and the rest of the Federal Government
would be 35.2% (32.2% if we had allowed for the
deficit that actually existed in 2002). There would
be no income tax deductions. State and local tax and
benefits systems in our example are left untouched,
although obviously they would change dramatically
(i.e., be reduced or eliminated, leading to reductions
in local and state taxes).

Funding for the Basic Income System, as
well as for the Federal Government in general,
would be through a flat tax on all incomes, to
replace the Federal Income Tax, as well as the other
remaining sources of Federal Government Funding.
However, this proposal produces a balance budget.

Thus, under this proposal the total
expenditures of the Federal Government would be
$3,716.4 billion, while the total revenue would be
$3,716.8 billion, leaving a small surplus of $400
million.

Table 10
Federal Government Revenues
(Millions)
2,722,000

Flat Tax
Corporate Taxes

148,044

Social Insurance

700,760

Excise Taxes

66,989

Other

79,035

Total

3,716,828

Distributional Impact
United States. Table 11 presents the results of this
simulation. In Table 12 we see the average household income for each household quintile, and their
gain or loss due to the Basic Income System.

Using the 2002 consumer expenditure
survey data, I have simulated how such a policy
would effect the distribution of income in the

Table 11
Income Distribution Effects of Basic Income System
Income Quintile

Without BI
(2002)

With Basic Income
(2002)

Bottom

3.55

6.01

2nd

8.89

10.73

3rd

15.27

16.60

4th

24.09

25.75

Top

48.20

40.91

Source: Author’s calculations. Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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Table 12
Average Household Income by Quintile, 2002
Without and With BI
Income
Quintile

Without
BI

With BI

Difference

Bottom

8,323

14,109

5,786

2nd

20,859

25,189

4,330

3rd

35,817

38,946

3,129

4th

56,497

60,422

3,925

Top

113,044

96,005

-17,039

Introducing a Basic Income System in the
United States like the one proposed would have the
dual effect of lifting everyone above the “official”
poverty level, and of more than eliminating the rise
in income inequality of the past three decades.

individuals we are poor, as a society we are rich.
However, who is rich in our particular society is
determined by individual claims to a share in social
output. It is these claims that we want to look at.
Children and the elderly, on average (and
with growing numbers of exceptions) do not
actively contribute to the market economy. They are
too young or they are too old. Yet the reason the
elderly as a group have a much lower poverty rate
than childrenis because of their rights to a share in
social output, most importantly because of social
security. If we removed social security, elderly
poverty rates would have been 47% in 1997,
according to a report of the Center for Budget and
Policy Priorities. 9 Child poverty rates were
consistently lower than elderly rates until 1974. The
poverty rates of these two groups are not
determined by success in the marketplace. Children
are poor largely because of the economic status of
their parents, much like the poverty of the elderly
used to be mostly determined by the economic
status of the children of the elderly (this was their
safety net before the Welfare State). Social Security
as a means to provide for the elderly was a response
to a market failure, that is, the normal market
mechanisms did not provide adequately for the
material well being of the elderly since the
traditional method, which worked well in an
agricultural society, no longer worked sufficiently
well enough in an industrial society with a great
deal of labor mobility. Thus a command solution
had to be instituted.

Conclusion
In an affluent society people are poor
because they do not possess a right to a share of
social output that is sufficient to lift them out of
poverty. It is not that they do not create sufficient
output or do not contribute sufficiently to the
economy or society, both of which may be true in
some cases. Contribution to social output is not a
necessary condition for having a sufficient share in
social output. Many individuals (such as those
involved in home care of children or sick and
elderly) contribute greatly to the economy and
society but they are granted no rights to social
output for these necessary contributions, while there
are many who have the rights to a large share of
social output but who contribute little (or nothing to
social output or not in proportion to their share). All
those who live on inherited wealth fit into this
category. Furthermore, it is important to re- member
that the output of an economy is not the mere
addition of all individual outputs, for as individuals
we produce very little (if anything). All production
is social production; it is carried out by people
working with others in their existing communities,
and working with those who have gone before us
and who have passed on the knowledge,
technology, culture and social institutions that make
production possible. All of this greatly influences
the level of output. Thus the old adage is more true
now than at any time in human history: as
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of market forces. Neoclassical economic theory
explains income distribution with the marginal productivity theory of distribution. This argues that
incomes are somehow linked to productivity, or as
John Bates Clark, the originator of the theory,
argued, “the distribution of the income of society is
controlled by a natural law, and […] this law, if it
worked without friction, would give every agent of
production the amount of wealth which that agent
creates”10. One of the key phrases in this sentence is
“worked without friction”, which means, worked
without the influence of tradition and command.
Yet one could not find an example of a labor market
(where wages are supposed to be determined) that is
not fully embedded in tradition and command, and
which could not function without being so embedded. The only ones who seriously argue that
wage rates are determined in competitive markets
are tenured economics professors, whose own wage
rate determination is immune from competitive
market forces. Yet, labor markets are not the only
factor markets that are far from “working without
friction.” The role of economic power and government regulation (command) and habits and values
(tradition) are to be found everywhere in the determination of incomes. The marginal productivity
theory of income distribution has always only been
an ethical argument for the validity of market
outcomes and at the same time a clever way to
ignore the fact that no markets work without
friction.

poverty would show that tradition, command and
markets are used for the benefit of the affluent, with
at the exclusion of the poor. Or as John Stuart Mill
stated:
[T]he Distribution of wealth ... is a matter
of human institutions solely. ... [I]n the social state,
in every state except total solitude, any
[distribution]... can only take place by the consent
of society, or rather of those who dispose of its
active forces. ... The distribution of wealth, therefore, depends on the laws and customs of society.
The rules by which it is determined are what the
opinions and feelings of the ruling portion of the
community make them, and are very different in
different ages and countries; and might be still more
different, if mankind so chooses. 11
Both wealth and poverty are often caused
by exclusion. Wealth can be created by limiting
access to society’s productive assets and giving title
to it to an individual or company who can then use
this property right to exclude others from using it
and thus force them to pay for the right to use it.
This is how much of Europe’s wealth was created at
the decline of the feudal order when the lands that
were used for the common good (the commons and
the Church’s lands) were taken by the rich to be
used for their own benefit. Thus the enclosures and
the Reformation led to a large increase in inequality
and poverty as well as a large increase in private
wealth. This type of wealth creation is merely a
redistribution of wealth, from the many to the few.
A good deal of modern wealth is similarly created.12
The poor are on the other side of these exclusionary
barriers that those with market and political power
erect in order to grab a larger share of the social
product. To end material poverty we must first
change how we distribute the benefits of economic
activity.

An international comparison of income
distribution and poverty rates of advanced capitalist
countries clearly shows that both income inequality
and poverty rates are determined by a mixture of
command, tradition and market, with those countries with the lowest levels of inequality and poverty
being the ones that give the widest array of their
citizens rights to a adequate share of the social
product (using tradition, command and market
mechanisms to achieve these outcomes) while the
countries with the highest levels of inequality and
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